Mapping Radioactive Heat Production from Airborne Spectral Gamma-Ray Data of Gebel Duwi Area, Egypt
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ABSTRACT
A map of radioactive heat production was constructed from airborne spectral gamma-ray data of Gebel Duwi area, Egypt. The study area possesses a range of radioactive heat production varying from 0.21 $\mu$W m$^{-3}$ to 3.09 $\mu$W m$^{-3}$. Sedimentary rocks in the Gebel Duwi area have higher heat production values (0.25 $\mu$W m$^{-3}$ to 3.09 $\mu$W m$^{-3}$) than the crustal average for sedimentary rocks. The average heat production of granitic rocks is below the crustal average value (1.48 $\mu$W m$^{-3}$) for the granites. The high values of heat production in the sedimentary rocks are mainly related to the relative increase of uranium content in the Duwi phosphate formation. The reduced heat production of the granitic rocks indicates that additional mantle components combine with the crustal radioactive heat production to the heat sources in the Gebel Duwi area.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Red Sea is clearly a region of high heat flow. More than 90 per cent of the heat flow measurements exceed the world mean and high values extend to the coasts where they are nearly twice the world mean (Girdler and Evans, 1977). Accordingly, the countries bordering the Red Sea have good prospects for the utilization of geothermal resources on their Red Sea margins (Morgan et al., 1983).

The Gebel Duwi area lies on the western side of the Red Sea margin in Egypt (Figure 1). In the Gebel Duwi area, geothermal gradients were measured at only 3 shallow borehole sites. The gradients were measured at Duwi and Abu Shegala (12 °C/km and 50 °C/km, respectively) in sedimentary rocks and at Hamrawein (29 °C/km) in Precambrian basement outcrops (Morgan et al., 1983). Characterization of the geothermal setting of the Gebel Duwi area based on only three, very shallow (<300m) geothermal gradient observations is unacceptable. A more comprehensive study is required to characterize the geothermal setting and identify possible prospects for further geothermal exploration.

Although direct measurements of thermal gradients in deep boreholes provide accurate data, it requires expensive drilling. Geophysical surveys provide a relatively inexpensive but less accurate data. The Gebel Duwi area (Figure 1), as a part of the Egyptian Eastern Desert, was surveyed during a systematic aerial gamma-ray and magnetic survey conducted by Aero Service Division, Western Geophysical Company of America in 1983. The survey was designed to provide data, which would be of assistance in identifying and assessing the mineral, petroleum and ground water resources of the region (Aero Service, 1984). The main purpose of this paper is to provide new insights on the geothermal setting of the Gebel Duwi area based on the existing airborne gamma-ray data.

We attempt to map surface radioactive heat production from the airborne gamma-ray data. Radioactive heat production can be used for several purposes (Bücker and Rybach, 1996). It can be used for explanation of temperature variations with depth and interpretation of existing heat flow variations. Also it can be used in selecting suitable new sites for making heat flow and/or heat production measurements.

2. GEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND
The Gebel Duwi area (Figure 2) can be divided into two parts: the Duwi range and the coastal plain. The Duwi range consists of a long sharp ridge, elongated in the northwest direction that drops precipitously to the southwest and slopes gently to the northeast. The elevation of this ridge ranges between 450 and 545 m above sea level (ASL). The coastal plain is generally smooth in outline, with no sharp bends or bays. It slopes gently seaward. The relief of the coastal plain is generally low and varies from 6 to 30 m ASL.

Geologically, the Gebel Duwi area is a part of the Central Eastern Desert of Egypt. Division of the Eastern Desert of Egypt into northern, central and southern sections is based on basement type (Stern, 1985). The Central Eastern Desert was formed by collapse of a small ocean basin or back arc basin (Shackleton et al., 1980). Several authors have investigated the stratigraphy of the Central Eastern Desert of Egypt (Akkad and Dardir, 1966; Abdel Razzik, 1972).

In general, the sedimentary rocks of the Gebel Duwi area are separable into two great divisions: the pre-rifting Cretaceous-Eocene group and the post-rifting Oligocene and later sediments group. The latter division exhibits a continuous succession from middle Miocene onward. The Cretaceous and Eocene deposits occupy the troughs of synformal-like folds within the crystalline hill ranges. The best example of the pre-rift series outcrops in the Gebel Duwi basin, where more than 1500 m of Cretaceous and Eocene stratigraphy is exposed from the bottom to the top. The marine upper Eocene and Oligocene deposits are absent, indicating that the region must have undergone elevation changes during these two epochs (Saïd, 1992).

Several authors have discussed the basement stratigraphy of the Central Eastern Desert of Egypt (Engel et al., 1980). In general, the Central Eastern Desert is dominated by rocks of oceanic affinity such as mafic metavolcanic, gabbros, ultramafic and associated metasedimentary rocks (Cochran, and Martinez, 1988). The oldest rock units comprise a mafic-ultramafic sequence having ophiolite characteristics. In this region, the metavolcanic rocks represent pillow
the 2tholeiite basalts, which developed on gabbroic and ultramafic substrata of this oceanic sequence (Stern, 1979). Conformably overlying these oceanic substrata are thick sequences of subduction related immature volcanogenic metasediments, which are conformably overlain by, and interfinger with, island arc type of calc-alkaline volcanic rocks. A major regional unconformity separates the ophiolitic, metasediments, metavolcanic, granitic and Dokhan volcanic rocks from a generally unmetamorphosed, dominantly terrigenous sequence of molasse type sediments known as Hammamat group (El Ramly, 1972). These Hammamat sediments were deposited in intracratonic basins and were preserved in down-faulted blocks, or in topographic lows.

Figure 1: Location of the Gebel Duwi area and layout of the airborne survey (dashed box). Values beside circles indicate the measured geothermal gradients (°C/km) in shallow bore hole sites (Morgan et al., 1983).

Figure 2: Rock units map of the Gebel Duwi area. Average density for each rock unit (Table 1) and radioelements (K(%) eU, and eTh) within each rock unit were used to calculate the radioactive heat production.

3. AIRBORNE SPECTRAL GAMMA-RAY DATA

The airborne spectral gamma-ray survey was conducted along a set of parallel flight lines oriented in a northeast-southwest direction, perpendicular to the prevailing geologic strike, at one km spacing (Aero Service, 1984). Spectral radiometric measurements were recorded with 93 m (300 feet) sampling interval at a nominal sensor altitude of 120 m (terrain clearance). The survey was conducted using twin-engine Cessna-404 Titan aircraft. This type of airplane can be operated within a speed range between 222 km/h to 315 km/h. A high sensitivity 256-channel airborne gamma-ray spectrometer with a primary 50.3 liters sodium iodide, thallium activated detector was used. For more details on the survey equipment used and flight operations, the reader is referred to the final operation report (Aero Service, 1984). Discussion of airborne radiometric surveying techniques, including instrumentation, reporting methods, system calibration, and gamma-ray energy windows, is given by the International Atomic Energy Agency (International Atomic Energy Agency, 1991). Figures 3 to 5 show color maps of the apparent surface concentrations of radioelements [potassium (K) in %, equivalent uranium (eU) and thorium (eTh) in ppm, respectively]. Figure 6 displays a ternary image combining the three radio-elements. Generally, ternary plots of the radio-elements usually give a superior image of the geology. This can be seen in the good correlation between the ternary image (Figure 6) and the mapped geology (Figure 2). Separate radio-element maps are also useful to identify certain rock types. For example, the boundaries of the Duwi sedimentary basin can be delineated from the U map (Figure 4). The K and Th maps (Figures 3 and 5), on the other hand, illustrate the boundaries of igneous and metamorphic rocks. In the Gebel Duwi area, higher uranium values extend to more than 12 ppm and are observed over Duwi formation. This unit is composed of about 98 m of phosphatic limestone of Santonian to Campainan age (Abdel Razzik, 1972). Mansour and Farouk (1988) pointed out that the uranium content increases with increasing phosphate in the Duwi formation. Other significant radioactive anomalies are not observed.

Figure 3: Potassium color map of the Gebel Duwi area (Aero Service, 1984).
4. MAPPING RADIOACTIVE HEAT PRODUCTION

Rybach (1976) published an empirical equation to calculate the radioactive heat production of a given rock sample using this expression

\[
A(\mu W/m^2) = \rho \left(0.0952 C_U + 0.0256 C_{Th} + 0.0348 C_K\right),
\]

where \(\rho\) is the dry density of rock (g/cm\(^3\)) and \(C_U\), \(C_{Th}\), and \(C_K\) are the concentrations of U and Th in ppm and K in %, respectively. In Rybach’s formula, it is first necessary to know the density and the concentration of radio-elements U, Th and K in the rock. Radioactive heat production has been calculated from concentrations of radio-elements measured in the laboratory (Fernández, et al., 1998) and directly from gamma-ray logs (Bücker and Rybach, 1996).

Also radioactive heat production has been estimated from airborne gamma-ray data (Richardson and Killeen, 1980; Thompson et al., 1996). To calculate radioactive heat production from airborne gamma-ray data, both the type of rocks and their boundaries must be well identified beforehand. Also the average density for each rock unit should be known or can be assumed. The Gebel Duwi area consists of large separable units of igneous and metamorphic rocks as well as ranges of sedimentary rocks preserved within the crystalline hills. Fig. 2 shows that most sedimentary formations have narrow outcrops elongated in the northwest-southeast direction. Although the flight lines are perpendicular to the outcrop of the sedimentary formations, calculation of reliable radioactive heat production for each of the different sedimentary rocks is difficult due to their narrow exposure. For an airborne survey at a height of 120 m, speeds of 200 km/h to 300 km/h and data accumulation at one sample per second, few gamma-rays are recorded from each formation. Furthermore, the spectral gamma-rays recorded over a certain formation include the radiation effects of neighboring formations. For the sake of simplicity, the sedimentary rocks in the study area were grouped as representing one rock unit. Consequently, the following six rock units: sedimentary, metavolcanic, metasediments, granitic, Hammamat sediments and Dokhan volcanic rocks were assigned for further calculation of the radioactive heat production based on the concentrations of potassium, uranium and thorium within each rock unit. In this work, we averaged roughly the density for each rock unit (Table 1) from the densities given by Shabban (1973). Calculating a statistical average density value for each rock unit was very difficult. As some rock units include different rock types (e.g., sedimentary, metasediments, and metavolcanics). Generally, the density values obtained for basement samples ranged from 2.59 g/cm\(^3\) for granites, to 2.92 g/cm\(^3\) for more basic diorites and gabbros. Densities of sedimentary rocks ranged from 2.00 g/cm\(^3\) for sandstone to 2.62 g/cm\(^3\) for silicified limestone. For further details of the density of the different rock types, the reader is referred to Shabban (1973). The boundaries of the six rock units were outlined (Figure 2) and the radio-element concentrations (K(%), eU and eTh) within each rock unit were isolated. Radioactive heat production values for each rock unit were calculated based on Equation (1). Then the results are
summarized in Table 2 and illustrated as a map of the radioactive heat production in Figure 7.

Table 1: Average density for each rock unit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rock</th>
<th>Density (g/cm³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sedimentary</td>
<td>2.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metasediments</td>
<td>2.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metavolcanic</td>
<td>2.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hammamat</td>
<td>2.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dokhan volcanic</td>
<td>2.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granite</td>
<td>2.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Radioactive heat production color map of the Gebel Duwi area.

5. DISCUSSION

The estimated radioactive heat production values (Figure 7) are governed by the amount of uranium, thorium, and potassium measured from airborne survey and, therefore, they are surface or apparent values. In general, the radioactive heat production varies greatly with rock type. This explains the good correlation between the radioactive heat production map (Figure 7) and the mapped geology (Figure 2). The area possesses a range of radioactive heat production varying from 0.21 µWm⁻³ to 3.09 µWm⁻³. The higher average values (Table 2) are obtained for Dokhan volcanic and granitic rocks (1.42 µWm⁻³ and 1.48 µWm⁻³, respectively), whereas the lowest average value is obtained for metasedimentary rocks (0.43 µWm⁻³). A clear similarity between the statistical characteristics of radioactive heat production (mean and standard deviation) corresponding to Dokhan volcanic and granitic rocks is seen (Table 2) and indicates a definitive similarity in the petrophysical properties. The radioactive heat production distribution for metasediments and metavolcanic is completely different. This may be attributed to the difference in the degree of metamorphism and deformation between metavolcanic and metasediments. However, radioactive heat production may exhibit some irregularity due to the dissimilarity in the geochemical behavior of U, Th, and K during the metamorphism process, which determines the distribution of the natural radio-elements.

Table 2: Radioactive heat production corresponding to each rock unit (in µWm⁻³)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rock unit</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sedimentary</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metasediments</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metavolcanic</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hammamat</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dokhan volcanic</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granite</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>1.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparative inspection of the computed averages of the apparent heat production estimated by this study (Table 2) and that for the crustal rocks published by Rybach (1976), produced the following two important observations regarding the heat generation of rocks in the study area. Firstly, the sedimentary rocks including Hammamat sediments show values (0.25 µWm⁻³ to 3.09 µWm⁻³) higher than those given for the crustal sedimentary rocks (0.33 µWm⁻³ to 1.8 µWm⁻³). Secondly, the granitic rocks in the Gebel Duwi area show an average value (1.48 µWm⁻³) below the average for the crustal granites (2.4 µWm⁻³). The high values of heat production in the sedimentary rocks are mainly related to the relative increase of uranium content in Duwi phosphate formation. The elevated average value of Hammamat sediments is mainly attributed to the intrusion of the successive pulses of the younger igneous bodies. This is supported by field observations, which indicated that the topmost horizon of these sediments contains subangular to subrounded pebbles, as well as some granitic cobbles derived from older basement units (Abuzeid, 1988). The elevated heat production values of the sedimentary rocks may signify shallow heat flow resources. The reduced heat production for the granitic rocks appears to be related to a relative decrease in uranium content.

To assist in understanding the origin of the heat sources in the Gebel Duwi area, we calculated the reduced heat flow \( q_1 \) at the granite of Hamrawein site (A similar analysis was not possible at the other two sites because the thermal measurements were made in sedimentary rocks). We assumed that the radio-elements content within the granite of Hamrawein site is normally distributed and there is no lateral contribution from the heat production of the other rock units. The reduced heat flow density \( q_1 \) is given by

\[
q_1 = q_0 - A_0 D, \tag{2}
\]

where \( q_0 \) is the heat flow density at Hamrawein site (72.5 mW/m²) using the observed thermal gradient (29 °C/km) and assuming a thermal conductivity \( K \) of 2.5 Wm⁻¹°C⁻¹ given by Stacey (1977) as the average for igneous rocks, \( A_0 \) is the surface heat production based on the airborne spectral gamma-ray data (1.48 µWm⁻³) and \( D \) characterizes the heat distribution in the upper crust (assumed to be 14 km thick based on the published expanding spread profiles (Gaulier...
et al., 1988; Steckler and Hobart, 1986). The reduced heat flow density is relatively high (51.3 mW/m²) and indicates that high mantle heat flow combine with the radioactive heat production from the crustal heat sources in the Gebel Duwi area. Although radioactive decay is probably the greatest overall source of heat in the Earth’s crust by a substantial factor, there are other sources that may be important in specific places (Jessop, 1990). Therefore, we may suggest that the most probable source of the heat flow in the Gebel Duwi area seems to be high heat flow from the mantle, associated with the extension of the Red Sea. This assumption correlates well with the finding of Morgan et al. (1985).

7. CONCLUSION

In this study, we attempted to provide new insights on the geothermal setting of the Gebel Duwi area based on the existing airborne spectral gamma-ray data. We mapped the radioactive heat production from the airborne gamma-ray data. The surveyed area possesses a range of radioactive heat production from the airborne gamma-ray data. The surveyed area possesses a range of radioactive heat production varying from 0.21 µWm⁻² to 3.09 µWm⁻². The average heat production of granitic rocks is significantly low and indicates that additional mantle components combine with the radioactive heat production from the crustal heat sources in the Gebel Duwi area. Higher-resolution airborne survey data are highly recommended to assist in understanding the spatial distribution of K, U, and Th within each rock unit.
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